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Xrong Place 

"Just Right"

Notwithstanding the unusual name, Xrong Place is just right if you're

looking for a good time. Featuring Chinese and European cuisine, this

place prides itself on some great coffee and innovative mocktails. The

earthy decor is enchanting with pictures of Hollywood stars like Marilyn

Monroe and Sylvestor Stallone donning the walls. With reasonable pricing

and prompt service, Xrong Place guarantees a great experience.

 +91 33 2463 9219  placexrong@gmail.com  25 Dr. Sarat Banerjee Road, Kolkata
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Trincas 

"Booming with Music, Since 1960"

If dinner with a little bit of entertainment is what you have in mind, Trincas

is just the place for you. All the other restaurants on Park Street have

been unable to continue the tradition of live music and cabaret that once

was the accepted and celebrated norm here. But, the live acts at Trincas

reign supreme even today. Needless to say, it is absolutely adored among

tired office-goers from around the area. It also happens to be one of the

few restaurants serving pork preparations in the vicinity. The menu

includes Indian, Chinese and Continental dishes and happy hours are

there in the evening. This is a perfect place for some time out with friends,

especially if you plan to hop into Someplace Else or HHI Underground

later.

 +91 33 2229 7825  trincasrestaurant@gmail.com  17B Park Street, Kolkata
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Urban Dezi 

"Pricey Hookah Parlor"

Urban Desi is a hookah parlor located near Rabindra Sadan metro station.

This area has a number of hookah joints but Urban Dezi seems to be the

best out of them all. However, it is a little more expensive as compared to

the others. Some of the items from the food menu include Mushrooms,

Schezwan Noodles, Chicken Manchurian and Paprika Pizza. The food and

drinks are not too extraordinary for the price they are set at. However, it is

a nice place to come once in a while. They also play loud music so you get

a high while tasting their hookah flavors.

 +91 9830494171 (Reservations)  6 Camac Street, 9th Floor, Fort Knox, Kolkata
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Privy Ultra Lounge 

"Popular Youth Hangout"

Privy, the exquisite lounge in Kolkata is a hip hangout joint by day and a

dance club by night. The bar serves an array of shooters and zippy

cocktails of which the Long Island Ice Tea is one of the more popular

options. Bar snacks like Tex-Mex Chicken, salt and pepper prawn and

crispy baby corn can be munched on along with the drinks. The club's

black and red themed interiors, mood-enhancing lighting, in-house DJ and

extensive bar make it a very popular choice among the youth.

 +91 33 3052 0080  10/3 Lala Lajpat Rai Sarani, 4th Floor, Forum Mall, Kolkata
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Afraa Lounge 

"Most Exquisite Lounge"

Afraa means white in Arabic, and is clearly the thematic undertone at this

Kolkata lounge. The wooden flooring, plush white leather seating and

minimalistic decor, is complemented by a 180-degree view of the city.

With perfect lighting to add to its visual appeal, Afraa boasts of an

assortment of International spirits, sumptuous global cuisine and the best

in-house DJ. It occasionally hosts live performances by renowned artists,

in addition to a range of participative events.

 +91 33 2358 1111  info.afraakolkata@ambujarealty.com  Second Avenue, Block G, 6th Floor,

City Centre, Sector I, Kolkata

The Junction 

"A Meeting Junction"

Situated right across The Hub on the ground level at Taj Bengal, Junction

Bar is one of the classiest lounges in the city. The very attractive bar

stocks some of the rarest whiskey and premium vodka labels. The black

leather chairs and sofas that are systematically scattered all over the

place are perfectly comfortable, whether you choose to spend a

sophisticated night out with friends or have a few drinks while discussing

business matters. In keeping with the name, the bar has a railway junction

theme that is subtly represented in articles like miniature train engines

and old black and white maps on the walls. An enclosed corner to the left

of the space is reserved for live acts that perfectly complement the

general atmosphere of relaxed conversation.

 +91 33 2223 3939  www.tajhotels.com/Luxury

/City-Hotels/Taj-Bengal-Kol

kata/Fine-Dining/The-

Junction-Bar.html

 bengal.calcutta@tajhotels.

com

 34B Belvedere Road, Taj

Bengal, Kolkata
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Ginger Bar and Restaurant 

"Chic Hangout Spot"

Ginger is a bar and restaurant where you can enjoy a nice round of drinks

with your friends. The restaurant has an eclectic menu filled with many

regional, local, and international dishes, which certainly appeals to the

young crowd that comes in here. There is North Indian cuisine, Italian,

Chinese, and a little bit of Continental fare. The place is known for its

prompt service and friendly staff and is a popular hangout spot.

 +91 33 2486 3052  104 Shyama Prasad Mukherjee Road, Rashbehari, Hazra,

Kolkata
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